SIGGRAPH 2012 Submission and Nonexclusive Publication Agreement

This document is for review purposes only. Please complete the electronic version of this form within your online submission in the SIS.

Your completed, signed agreement must be sent along with your submission. If we do not receive your completed signed agreement, your work will not be considered for acceptance. The executed Submission Agreement does not guarantee acceptance of your submission and the terms of the agreement are only valid once the submission has been accepted.

Please do not physically edit this document. All edits need to be coordinated through Talley Management (tmg@siugraph.org), (856) 423-3195.

The Submission and Nonexclusive Publication Agreement is a legal document. It explains the uses SIGGRAPH makes of presented material and requires you to acknowledge that you have permission to use this material. This may involve seeking clearance from your employer or from others who have loaned you material, such as videotapes and slides. The agreement helps prevent situations whereby SIGGRAPH 2012 presentations include material without permission that might lead to complaints or even legal action. In addition, this agreement asks if ACM SIGGRAPH may use your materials for conference and organization promotional material in exchange for full author/artist credit information.

AGREEMENT:

You will retain copyright to your submission to ACM SIGGRAPH 2012, since this agreement does not transfer copyright. However, to enable MIT Press and Leonardo/International Society for the Arts, Sciences, and Technology (ISAST) to effect wide dissemination of your work, directly and through arrangements with abstract services, database publishers, and others, we require that a contributor whose work will be presented at SIGGRAPH 2012 give ACM, ISAST and MIT Press, Leonardo’s publisher, a nonexclusive license to the materials as described in the submission that will appear in the 2012 SIGGRAPH Special Issue of Leonardo.

LICENSES TO ACM SIGGRAPH:

You hereby give nonexclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, royalty-free, worldwide rights to ACM SIGGRAPH, in partnership with Leonardo/ISAST and its publisher, MIT Press to reproduce, distribute, display, and transmit your contribution to the issue in any and all media now known or hereafter discovered, including but not limited to print and the World Wide Web. However, we agree not to include the contribution as a whole, or license others to include it, in any journal other than the Special Issue of Leonardo publication which will stand as the SIGGRAPH 2012 catalog, or in any book in the nature of an anthology except for anthologies derived in substantial part from the Leonardo publication.

In general, the licenses you grant us here are valid only in the English language, but MIT Press may, with ACM’s consent as part of their agreement, license foreign rights in connection with the (i) the Special Issue as a whole, (ii) any anthology derived in substantial part from Leonardo publications and (iii) quotation of the contribution in works published in foreign languages.

WARRANTIES:

You warrant (i) that you have obtained the necessary permissions or releases for any inclusion of work of other individuals or organizations including but not limited to any photographs, audio, software, trade secret, copyright, trademark, patents, and any other proprietary rights included therein, and have a complete and unencumbered right to make the grants you make to ACM, Leonardo/ISAST, and MIT Press, (ii) that the Article does not violate anyone’s copyright or any statutory or common law right of anyone and that you have made all reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy of any factual information contained in your material, and (iii) that you have secured (or will secure prior to performance) small performing rights licenses for the public performance of any copyrighted musical composition and synchronization licenses for the inclusion of any copyrighted musical compositions in film, video, or multimedia presentations. You agree to indemnify ACM, Leonardo/ISAST, and MIT Press against any claim or action alleging which, if true, constitute a breach of any of the foregoing warranties.

To grant or deny all the following rights to ACM SIGGRAPH 2012, select Grant or Deny from the Box below. Otherwise please leave this box blank and continue to set permissions individually.

I hereby grant all of the following rights to ACM SIGGRAPH: ……Grant, ……Deny

WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION OF YOUR ACCEPTED CONTENT (written description, including contact information):

Print Publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Electronic Publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Websites ………Grant, ……Deny
Media/Press Materials ………Grant, ……Deny
ACM Digital Library ………Grant, ……Deny

PICTORIAL DOCUMENTATION OF YOUR ACCEPTED CONTENT (STILL IMAGES):

Print Publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Electronic Publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Websites ………Grant, ……Deny
Media/Press Materials ………Grant, ……Deny
ACM Digital Library ………Grant, ……Deny

VIDEO-BASED DOCUMENTATION OF YOUR ACCEPTED CONTENT (SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL):

Electronic Publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Websites ………Grant, ……Deny
Media/Press Materials ………Grant, ……Deny
ACM Digital Library ………Grant, ……Deny

VIDEO ARCHIVES OF SIGGRAPH CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED ON DVD-ROM

The ACM Digital Library ………Grant, ……Deny
Digital movie files in the ACM SIGGRAPH Video Review (SVR) publications ………Grant, ……Deny
Webcasts of SIGGRAPH Conference Presentations ………Grant, ……Deny

CONFERENCE PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

SIGGRAPH 2012 reserves the right to record video and audio of presentations for internal use and as an archival record of the current conference. In the event your session is recorded, ACM SIGGRAPH would like permission to use the video for promotional and educational purposes; speakers will receive full credit whenever the video is used.

I grant ACM SIGGRAPH permission to use video and/or audio recordings of my presentation for promotional and educational purposes, and I have the necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ACM SIGGRAPH these rights: ……Grant, ……Deny

I grant ACM SIGGRAPH royalty-free, non-exclusive permission to use the materials in their original forms and/or modified forms, for conference promotion and organization publicity, and I have the necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ACM SIGGRAPH these rights: ……Grant, ……Deny

I understand that this means that such materials, in their original forms and/or modified forms, may be incorporated in any and all media, including, without limitation, posters, brochures, coffee mugs or other merchandise, computer software, online computer services, and any and all other mechanical or electronic means, methods, or devices now known or hereafter created, in connection with such promotion and publicity. Furthermore, I warrant that if the materials include works of other individuals or organizations, I have the necessary permissions and/or licenses to allow ACM SIGGRAPH to use, modify, and make derivative from those works. In exchange, ACM SIGGRAPH provides full author/artist attribution on all promotional material.

If I believe that ACM SIGGRAPH has unreasonably modified my submission to change the character and expression of my submission, I agree that my sole and exclusive remedy against ACM SIGGRAPH shall be to send notice to ACM SIGGRAPH requesting that it discontinue that particular use. Upon receipt of such notice, ACM SIGGRAPH will discontinue such use, provided that ACM SIGGRAPH may continue such use with respect to copies of promotional articles remaining in inventory or on order, media already purchased and the like, as of the date of notice.

Please use the space below to specify any limitation on ‘permissions’ you may have granted. (Max 100 words)

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: __________________________

Mailing Address: ______________________________________ Organization: ____________________

Telephone: __________________________________________ Email: _____________________________

Submission Title: _____________________________________ SIGGRAPH 2012 Program: ______________

Submission ID Number: ________________________________